
Picture No. 2: To wire the cones to the flat frame, first lay a row cones on
the outsiderim without wiring. Then, lay a second strand of cones on top of the
perimeterrow withthe butt endsonthe insiderim ofthe frame. Wire.
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reamlined pine cone wreath
(Continued fromPage 62) .

After that outerrow is laid
m place, take the second

cones .until all 25 or 30 are string of cones and place
fastened together ina row. them on top of the outer

“It is imperative to pull cones with their butts along
the wire snuggly into the the innerrim of theframe.

wire snuggly between the
petals as you wrap.

Once the basic wreath id
wired to the frame, Mrs..
Bbbert suggests trimming it
with dried fruit, acorns,
yarrow, cockscomb, or
anythingnatural.

“The trim hides any holes
you might have in your
wreath,” shesays.

She also suggests adding
lights to the wreath, a touch
she describes as “very ef-
fective.”

petals as you wrap the ends At this point, the wiring
together,” says Mrs. Bbbert. begins. Connect the wire to

When the two strands of the inner ring of the frame,
the 25 are strung together, and wrapfrom theunderside
the next step is to wire them to the top, over the cones,
to the flat frame. As shown and downthroughthe petals,
in picture number two, lay connecting both rows of
one row aroundthe outerrim cones at the same time,
of theframe. Do notwire. Do not be afraidto pull the
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and Mrs. Patricia Sangrey;
and sportsmanship, Curtis
Huber.
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